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NIGHT LIGHT SANTA ENGRAVING

 
WHAT YOU’LL NEED

• 1 Piece Acrylic Light Panel  

• StrongGrip Machine Mat - 12” x 12“

• Engraving Tip + QuickSwap Housing

• Masking Tape

Finished Size

Approximately 5.9” x 3.8” (15 cm x 10 cm)

INSTRUCTIONS

Preparation

Step 1 - If  you  want to alter the project, 
select  Customise, then use the tools in 
the  Edit panel to make changes before you 
engrave. Be sure to Mirror your project on 
the mat before you cut.

Step 2 - To personalise the text of this 
project, use the text tool to create the text 
using a font you like, ie: Free font “Cartoon 
Blocks Christmas font” and type in your 
desired letters. Use the Attach option to 
preserve the arrangement of text and Santa 
Image before cutting.

Cut

Step 1 - Use masking tape to securely attach 
the Acrylic Panel blank to the center of the 
StrongGrip mat, using the grid to align it to 
the center of the mat.

Step 2 - Use the Mat Preview screen to move 
the engraved image to the center   position 
where the blank is on the mat.

TIP – If using the IOS App, you can 
alternately use the SnapMat feature to 
position the design for your blank.

Step 3 - Use the correct material cut setting 
and Engraver Tool to engrave the mirrored 
design onto the Acrylic Panel blank. The 
design is set to 2 passes on the Text and 3 
passes on the on Image.

Assemble

Step 1 - Assemble the Acrylic Panel blank 
with the engraving to the front on an LED 
Light Base (External Purchase) and enjoy!

EASY
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